A lifetime of retinal light exposure does not appear to increase mitochondrial mutations.
Recently, there have been a number of reports of an accumulation of mutations in the mitochondrial (mt) genome with age. Such mutations may be due in part to the mt oxidative metabolic pathways which provide most of the cell's energy, but also generate free radicals. In addition, the mt genome in some tissues, such as the retina, may also accumulate mutations from the effects of ultraviolet light. To obtain information concerning the possible accumulation of retinal mt mutations with age, we cloned retinal mt DNA from a 71-year-old person. Thirty-two kilobases of sequence from 83 independently isolated clones representing two regions, a coding and a noncoding region, of the mt genome were obtained. Three polymorphisms between these sequences and the standard 'Anderson sequence' were discovered. Only one heteroplasmic mutation was found. These results confirm the low somatic mutation rate found in prior studies utilizing different types of human tissues. In addition, these results suggest that there is little if any accumulated damage to the mt DNA of the retina during normal aging.